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For Avaya Aura® Conferencing when media streams are cascaded, which two statements
are true? (Choose two.)
 
 
A. Cascading works with both audio and video streams. 
B. Media servers send one outgoing media stream for all remote users at a particular
media server location. 
C. The media stream is sent to the application servers; the application servers then relay
media to the user. 
D. Cascading works only with video streams. 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

Your client's LOB (line of business) manager, Edwin, like many clients, needs to do more
with less. Which three capabilities show the Avaya Aura* ability to enhance user
productivity? (Choose three.)
 
 
A. Reach a user wherever they are 
B. Contact users through click to call, click to email, etc.  
C. Scale the system based on changing needs 
D. Upgrade incrementally 
E. Ensure secure communications 
F. Know a user's availability through presence functionality 
 

Answer: A,C,E

 

 

Your client is trying to decide whether to purchase Avaya AES (Application Enablement
Services) or Avaya ACE™ (Agile Communication Environment). Which platform is
compatible with ACE and not AES?
 
 
A. Communication Manager as an evolution server  
B. Avaya Aura* Solution for Midsize Enterprise  
C. Avaya Aura® System Manager 
D. Communication Server 1000 
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Answer: D

 

 

A leading Channel Partner of Avaya. responsible for managing several of our accounts,
entertains, without Avaya's knowledge and approval, the Chief Technology Officer ("CTO")
of a leading client whom Avaya services via the above Partner. The entertainment involves
hosting a cocktail dinner for the CTO and his family at a suburban luxury hotel costing
approximately S200 and giving a gift coupon worth $500. The Partner does not expense
the above to Avaya and justifies the above action on the ground it was a "good will" gesture
and not done with any ulterior motive of securing more business, b the Partner's behavior
appropriate?
 
 
A. Yes, because it was a "good will" gesture and Avaya expects our Partners to use their
discretion in such instances while abiding by their own internal policies and procedures. 
B. No, because it involved payment of a cash equivalent (gift coupon), could be considered
lavish under the circumstances and the Partner failed to notify Avaya about the event. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Meeting Exchange 6.2 delivers "carrier grade* voice conferencing solutions that delivers
the highest level of scalability and resilience for on-demand and operator-assisted
conferences. With Meeting Exchange 6.2 what is the port capacity per instance of multiple
Meeting Exchange servers?
 
 
A. 4000  
B. 6000  
C. 7500 
D. 8000 
 

Answer: D
Reference:
 
http://downloads.avaya.com/css/P8/documents/100169649
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For the Microsoft register Windows platform. one-X register Communicator can be
deployed in two different ways: standalone and integrated with CES (client enablement
services). With the integrated deployment, users have access to additional unified
communication (UC) capabilities. What three additional UC capabilities are accessible to
users? (Choose three.)
 
 
A. Message waiting indication 
B. Intelligent presence 
C. Ad-hoc audio conferencing 
D. Video calling 
E. Synchronized contacts  
F. Visual voicemail 
G. Audio bridge conference control 
 

Answer: A,D,F

 

 

Essential or Preferred Support Advantage co-delivery offers are available for which of
these IP Office in a branch deployments?
 
 
A. Standalone deployment  
B. Distributed deployment  
C. Centralized deployment 
D. Mixed deployment 
 

Answer: A
Reference:
 
https://downloads.avaya.com/css/P8/documents/101004861
 
 
 

 

 

You have a customer who is aware of employees relying more on personal communication
devices than the desk phones and DID service the customer has invested in. They are
interested in supporting a bring your own device (BYOD) strategy that allows employees to
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